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Is Afghanistan in a security crisis? Some say no. While there are sporadic incidents of violence
and crime, occasional attacks by "extremists" against Coalition forces, and skirmishes between
regional militias, US Secretary of State, Donald Rumsfeld argues that most of the country is
enjoying a relative peace, measured against the last 23 years of war.
Why then, do so many Afghans and international observers believe that security
remains the country's first priority? We believe there are three reasons. First, the habits of
violence have a momentum of their own that cannot be arrested in one year or two. A culture
of peace will need time to take hold in Afghanistan. Second, Afghanistan's security is being
threatened from four different directions, each of which has the potential to unravel the
current tenuous accommodation between power brokers. Third, and perhaps most troubling
of all, there is not enough international will to stifle these destructive forces.
In this paper, we take a brief look at these forces, and consider domestic and
international responses. Our hope is to provoke discussion and to challenge current
assumptions around proposed security strategies for Afghanistan. In juggling the various
dimensions of Afghanistan's security conundrum, we may end up throwing more balls in the
air than we can hope to catch. But we argue, nonetheless, that someone must do precisely
that. Very few would argue that the fragile peace currently holding in Afghanistan has any
real chance of lasting without a cohesive security plan to get the country through the next 5
years.

Downhill Momentum
Is Secretary Rumsfeld right to describe Afghanistan as a success on the security front? We
think not. Or at least, we think his declaration of victory was premature. The legacy of 23
years of war in Afghanistan is simply too powerful. Most of the military forces that devastated
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Afghanistan are still here, still armed, still in power. The habits of violence do not die easily,
not when so many reasons to revert to violence remain and peaceful alternatives are so few.
Measuring Afghanistan against comparable contexts, one cannot help be pessimistic.
Successful and peaceful regime change has been the exception rather than the rule. Of the
sixteen contexts in which the United States has led a regime change in the last century, only
four had stable democracies ten years later: West Germany and Japan (1945-49)--both of
which were developed economies prior to the conflict, Grenada (1983) and Panama (1989)both of which have very small populations. 1 Many of the failed attempts occurred more than
50 years ago, but things haven't improved with time. Of 52 post conflict countries since 1960,
the World Bank estimates the risk of relapse into violence at 50-50. Where a lootable resource
such as heroin exists, it found the chances of relapse to be higher. 2
Violence has its own momentum, its own laws, and its own culture. Declarations of
victory against violence in Afghanistan are optimistic at best. At worst, they are profoundly
dangerous for they may further distract the international community from a job half done.

The total spoilers
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Disaggregating the security threat
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Different observers view Afghanistan's security problem in different ways. For the
international community, the key threat remains terrorism and "total spoilers" dedicated to
regime overthrow. And that threat has exacerbated in recent months. "Taliban" sightings, and
attacks on Coalition forces have increased in 2003. National and international staff of relief
organizations have been targeted and killed. Schools have been burned by anti-government
extremists (another one last week) . These incidents reflect a new and frightening pattern of
violence against civilians. Although most Afghans and expatriates are glad to have left behind
the oppression of the Taliban, it is worth nothing that under their rule, no schools were
burned-not even "illegal" girls schools-and no international aid workers were killed.

The Warlord problem

President K arzai, however, may be more worried about the growing strength of the warlords.
While they may not want to overthrow the regime in which they have gained so much power
so quickly, they are likely to further eviscerate the ability of President Karzai to function as a
national political leader. Despite his courageous rhetoric, and steps taken in May 2003 to
replace some of the weaker governors, it is far from certain that Karzai alone has the power to
rein in the stronger warlords, both within and beyond his government, whose massive revenue
sources allow them to support large standing armies. Inter-warlord tension is likely to grow .
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The contexts in which regime change did not lead to stable democracies within ten years include
H aiti (1994-1996) Cambodia (1973), South Vietnam (1973), Dominican Republic (1966) Dominican
Republic (1916-1924) Cuba (1917-1922) Haiti (1915-1934) Nicaragua (1909-1933) (1906-1909),
Panama (1903-1936) and Cuba (1898-1902). See Carnegie Endowment for Peace. Lessons from
the Past: The American Record on Nation building, (May 2003).
World Bank Stucfy Strys 50-50 Chance ojFailure, Washington Post, November 26, 2002.
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Control of poppy-growing villages means entitlement to considerable levies. Control of trade
routes brings access to customs revenues.

The secun'ty vacuum
For ordinary Afghans trying to go about the work of rebuilding their lives, neither "total-" nor
"greedy-spoilers" are the greatest security concern. Rather, they worry about the lack of any
police, army or court system to protect them. They have waited in frustration for international
peacekeepers to arrive. They have watched localized criminality increase dramatically since the
fall of the Taliban.

Outside interference
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Last but not least, Afghanistan's old nemesis--"outside interference"-is touted by many
Afghans as a powerful destabilizing force. Their fears appear justified: There will be no
border police in the next five years capable of controlling cross border military incursions.
Pakistan's North West Frontier Province will remain a haven for Pashtun militants, and
extremist groups. Iran seems determined to stretch its influence eastwards and has supported
"Emir" Ismael Khan as a security buffer. The "Stans" to the North are apparently obsessed
by the growth of Islamic fundamentalism and are determined to support the ethnic minorities
across the border with Afghanistan. For them, a strong Afghanistan remains a threat. 3
Together, these four destabilizing forces bring diverse security threats to Afghanistan.
To date, no proposed strategy has begun to address the disaggregated nature of this problem.
The Coalition focuses solely on the total spoilers, even funding the warlords to achieve their
aims. They will not engage in "green on green" fighting and are all but ignoring human rights
violations. The army and police training program appears to ignore the time bound nature of
the current security crisis: by the time Afghanistan has a viable national security force, they
may be unable to challenge entrenched military powers. And no-one appears to be
challenging Afghanistan's neighbors to stop supporting the fragmentation of the country.

A Cohesive Security Response-The Domestic Dimension
No one debates that Afghanistan's security must rest in Afghan hands-in the long term. A
domestically led security solution is the only sustainable way of ensuring long term stability.
Yet progress appears to have been stifled on every front. Reform of the Ministries of Defense
(MOD) and Interior (MOl) remains largely rhetorical; the process of disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration (DDR) will not go ahead until the MOD and MOl are
reformed; regional commanders are growing in power while the training of the national army
and police force has fallen dangerously behind schedule. A national security solution still
appears a decade away.
The greatest challenge to domestic security sector reform may be the multi-dimensional
nature of the problem. Success depends on progress on several fronts in inter-related ways.
The following section discusses progress that must be made on all these fronts.
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See generally, Ahmed Rashid, Jihad, the Rise of Militant Islam in Central Asia (2002).
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MOD I MOI reform

DDR
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In policy making circles in Afghanistan, most people agree that MOl/MOD reform is the
necessary precondition for progress on all other fronts. Of the first 100 generals appointed by
the new government, 90 were Panshiri. 4 In Kabul, 80°/o of the police stations are run by
Panshiris 5• As long as the senior ranks of the MOD and the MOl are populated by people
from one valley in one district, these ministries will have little claim to national legitimacy.
To address this problem, however, it is important to understand the perspective of this
factional enclave. They see themselves not just as Afghanistan's liberators, but ironically
enough, the guardians of Afghan pluralism. They held firm against the Pashtun dominated
Tali ban when most others caved in. The Americans may have supported them in 2001, but
they were the soldiers in the firing line who took Kabul and ended the Taliban era. They will
be damned if they are going to give away the keys to Afghanistan's security in the name of
political correctness and "representativeness".
No wonder, though, that they are widely perceived in much of Afghanistan as a
hegemonic threat to the interests and wellbeing of other Afghans. No armed group, however
loyal to the idea of a new Afghanistan under Karzai rule, will of its own accord participate in a
disarmament process which leaves yet more military power in the hands of a small but
powerful minority.
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Similiarly, DDR needs to be in full harmony with all other aspects of a Security Sector Reform
Program. Pushing DDR without MOl/MOD reform, and the creation of credible multiethnic and non-factional, professional security force will exacerbate rather than solve
Afghanistan's security problems. The militias targeted for demobilization are those with
nominal allegiance to the central government. If they are not at once replaced with a credible
national and international security presence, the balance of power will shift in the direction of
elements most violently opposed to the government. If there are not sufficient resources and
programs to absorb the dissolved militia members, they could easily fall back on their skills
with weapons to become part of destabilizing forces.
The Training ofA National Army

For the past year the creation of a 70,000 man multi-ethnic, non factional Afghan National
Army (ANA) has been seen as a necessary precondition to the promotion of improved security
in Afghanistan. But armies are structured to protect a country from foreign enemies and are
blunt instruments for internal security. They are time consuming to train and expensive to arm
and maintain. In the absence of clear and significant foreign enemies we question whether or
not Afghanistan needs such a large army.
A reasonable target size for an ANA might be 20,000, a figure which could be reached
in two to three years at the current pace of recruitment and training. Such a force could
combat organized anti-state elements like resurgent Taliban and al-Qa'ida, and work alongside
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Manuel Anja & P. W. Singer, A New Model Afghan Army Foreign Affairs, July/ August 2002 pp 4459.

s Eurasia Insight, June 2002.
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international military forces to deal with any regional militias that refuse to fully engage in the
DDR process.

The Development of a National Police
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A national police force is quicker to train and cheaper to outfit and support than an army.
Minister of the Interior Ali Ahmad Jalali plans a 50,000 person, multi-ethnic, national force of
provincial officers, highway patrols for main transport arteries, and border police to regulate
smuggling and the drug trade along the nation's porous borders. These ideas appear consistent
with the nation's requirements.
But three hurdles stand in the way of developing an effective Afghan police force: it
must be thoroughly professional and disciplined; its leadership must reflect the diversity of
Afghanistan; and it must be open, honest and accountable to civilian authority. There are too
many reports of men posing as security forces being responsible for thefts of offices,
businesses, vehicles and homes. Many Kabul residents fear the police as much as the nonuniformed criminal elements and are accordingly afraid to report crimes to their local police
offices. Official crime statistics may paint a picture of calm and security in Kabul, however
low-reporting of crime arguably reflects more the culture of impunity for uniformed misdeeds
than it does a true reflection of the incidence of crime. That impunity exists largely because
the police system is currently dominated by officers from one valley of one ethnic group. 6

Filling the Vacuum: The International Security Dimension
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Just as everyone accepts the need for a domestic solution to Afghanistan's long term security,
no one disagrees that it will take years before domestic structures are capable of providing that
security. In the meantime, what happens? For the past eighteen months, the international
community has stuck its head in the sand on this issue.
Despite the growing strength of the destructive forces mentioned above, despite a
shared consciousness of the inevitability of a return to violence without international
intervention, the response by the international community has been naively optimistic in the
extreme. As of today, there is still no international force-and therefore no force at allmandated to provide security to Afghans throughout most of the country.
Three different international solutions have been mooted at various times since the fall
of the Taliban: the expansion of the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) beyond
Kabul; the expansion in the mandate of the Coalition forces beyond the hunt for Al Qa'ida
and Taliban remnants, and the use of reconstruction/security teams (currently known as
Provincial Reconstruction Teams) to promote security in key strategic areas. Each of these
three options is capable of making a real and important difference to security. Yet each has
failed to do so. Reasons why are worth looking at in more detail.

ISAF Expansion
Almost a year ago, the UN said that the expansion of the internationally mandated
peacekeepers was "the issue that would not go away". Even today, it is still debated. With the
upcoming transfer of ISAF control to NATO, it is back on the burner once again, with UN
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Expansion
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Ambassador Brahimi recently urging the UN Security Council to reconsider its support for
ISAF expansion. It remains hard to fathom that while Kosovo, Bosnia, East Timor and
Croatia had more than one peacekeeper for every 100 people, Afghanistan has more than
5,000 people for every peacekeeper in the country. ISAF expansion has some key advantages
over other solutions: First, ISAF is a UN mandated force that has multilateral legitimacy,
having already been run by the British, Turks and Germans/Dutch before NATO. Moreover,
as a peacekeeping force that has not aggressively prosecuted a war in Afghanistan, they are
generally well perceived and received by most locals. They have a record of success in Kabul
on which they can build. And the Bonn Agreement provides for expansion beyond Kabul,
explicitly contemplating that "such a force could, as appropriate, be progressively expanded to
other urban centers and other areas."
Despite this mandate, there has been no international financial and military support for
such a force. The US has danced back and forth between active opposition to a force that
might cause confusion with Coalition forces, and passive acquiescence, (as long as others came
up with the money and the soldiers). The Europeans have refused to take up the gauntlet
claiming a lack of resources. As a result there has been precious little discussion of what a
viable peacekeeping force might look like in terms of numbers and cost. The Stimson Center
has argued that a force of 18,000 could secure major urban centers and the commercial routes
between them at a cost of less than $3 billion a year, less than a third of the cost of the war
against the Taliban. 7

of the mandate of US Coalition forces
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When Donald Rumsfeld announced that the US had completed phase three of the war in
Afghanistan and was now moving to a stabilization phase, he did not mention who would
actually ensure that stabilization. As of today, the Coalition forces in Afghanistan have no
mandate to engage in security sector support. They do not disarm local militias. They do not
destroy arms. They do not engage in green-on-green fighting between local militias. They do
not patrol areas in order to promote security. They do not even support government troops in
reining in regional warlords who refuse to accede to central control. In short, there are more
than 8,000 US troops in Afghanistan with very little to do these days. It is no wonder that
rumors abound of their imminent withdrawal, which would make a mockery of President
Bush's promise in January 2002 that "we will help the new Afghan Government provide the
security that is the foundation for peace."
One way to come through on that promise would be for these forces to engage in
security sector reform more directly. The advantages are obvious. The Coalition forces are
already here on the ground, and thus it would be politically and economically more feasible
that seeking a broad international commitment to importing peacekeepers. It would also put
some meat on the bones of America's promise not just to finish offAl Qa'ida, but to provide
security to the Afghan people, who after all, were not going to pay the price for the sins of the
Taliban. Finally, it would significantly strengthen the stated aim of the provincial
reconstruction teams, who are critically hampered by their lack of muscle.
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See William Durch, Security and Peace Support in Afghanistan; Anafysis and Short to Medium term Options,
Henry L Stimson Center at www.stimson.org/fopo,June 14, 2002.)
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It must be noted that such a strategy is not without risks. Afghanistan has a long and
rich tradition of not welcoming foreign military troops. They may be tolerated under
prevailing circumstances by a war weary population aware of the security vacuum, but their
welcome wears thin when excessive force has been misdirected against Afghan civilians and
when foreign soldiers have acted in culturally inappropriate ways. While such incidents
continue, tolerance turns to resentment which sows the seeds for militant anger.

The Provincial Reconstruction Teams
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US forces in Afghanistan have piloted a new scheme under the unfortunate name of
" Provincial Reconstruction Teams", or PRTs. The mandate of the PRTs is ever shifting and
variable with location and personality. Distant planners originally envisioned PRTs as having
a vital role in improving reconstruction coordination in Afghanistan, thereby duplicating the
role played by UNAMA's Provincial Coordination Bodies and the Government's Consultative
Group structures. More recently, the PRTs have been careful to avoid the "coordination"
word. Instead they claim to be expanding the writ of the central government outside of Kabul
and to be promoting a secure environment in which reconstruction can move ahead.
Much of the debate about the PRTs remains theoretical, and is little more than a
distraction to more serious discussions about country-wide security. They have been operating
for only six months, and as of today, are operational only in three areas of AfghanistanKunduz, Gardez and Bamyan. Perhaps more important is the fact that they have neither th e
resources nor the mandate to engage seriously in either reconstruction or security. The
reconstruction budget for the three US led PRTs is $18 million dollars, less than 1/1,000rh of
the countries reconstruction needs 8 . Regarding security, the PRTs are limited in similar ways
to the regular Coalition forces. They cannot engage directly in security incidents-theirs is an
observing and negotiating role. Thus, when Secretary Rumsfeld declares "We decided to put
our efforts behind these provincial reconstruction teams ... We believe that that's probably the
best thing that can be done to ultimately provide security." One has to wonder if the US is
seriously committed to addressing insecurity on the ground.
The British are also planning to lead a PRT in Mazar, and have indicated that they will
focus more on security and less on reconstruction. But their rhetoric has yet to be matched
either by their financial commitments or with a clearly expanded mandate. Currently, they plan
to spend more on reconstruction than any individual US led PRT will spend, and their
commitment to focus on security remains informal and nuanced rather than clearly mandated.
It would be constructive if the PRTs could be renamed PSTs for Provincial Security (or
Stabilization) Teams. Were the PSTs seen as primarily platforms for promoting security
sector reform in Afghanistan, they would be welcomed rather than questioned by international
aid workers. If they were a true platform for promoting SSR, they would be structured to
support the deployment of newly trained national police ANA units; they would work with
other actors to support DDR initiatives; and they would work closely with their new Afghan
security counterparts to deal with incidents of human rights and security abuse that arise in
their respective provinces.

s Finance Minister Ashraf Ghani, President K arzai, US Senator J oseph Biden all estimate A fghanistan 's
reconstruction needs at around $20 billion.
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Old Problems in Need of New Solutions
In the spirit of provoking debate and looking for new solutions, we recommend that the
following issues be given serious consideration by those engaged in formulating security related
policies in Afghanistan:

On the domestic front:
1. MOD/MOI reform: Diplomatic efforts to reform the MOD and MOl have thus far
failed. If this government is to gain nationwide legitimacy, President Karzai must have
and exercise the power to run his government. We recommend that he demonstrate a
clear will and capacity to lead his cabinet. This can be done through cabinet reshuffles
or serious retrenchment of senior positions in the security related ministries.

DDR: At present, what security exists on the ground results from fragile political
agreements between local warlords and local militias charged by their commanders
with protecting local populations. A DDR process which moves ahead without an
international security presence, and which disarms some factions but not others by
relying (over optimistically) on militia leaders to disarm their troops for the "greater
good of Afghanistan" risks undermining what little security does exist. We
recommend, therefore, that the DDR process is put on hold until there is a serious
international commitment to provide security in areas where DDR is moving ahead.
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2.
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3. Army v. Police provided security: The development of a large national army has
been the first choice of Afghan and international policy makers. Considering the
limited progress to date and current security needs in Afghanistan, we question
whether this strategy needs a rethink and recommend that the development of a
professional multi-ethnic national police force should be emphasized over army
training.

In terms of international support for secun"fy:
4.

ISAF expansion: To date, the international community has dismissed ISAF expansion
as too expensive, in part because most policy discussions have been held in "all or
nothing" terms. In line with the Bonn Agreement, we urge rethinking on the
possibility for iterative expansion of ISAF to key urban centers and the commercial
routes between them.

5. Expansion of the mandate of the Coalition forces: Consistent with the US
Pentagon's statement that the Coalition has moved from fighting the Tali ban/ Al
Qa'ida to stabilization efforts, we recommend an expansion in the explicit mandate of
coalition forces to engage in (1) disarming and demobilizing local militias, (2) engaging
in green-on-green fighting between local militias where civilian security is put at risk,
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(3) patrolling civilian areas and trade routes, and (4) assisting national security forces to
rein in regional warlords who refuse to accede to central control.
6.

PRT Reconfiguration and Expansion: The PRTs have neither the resources nor the
mandate to provide either significant security protection or reconstruction, and as a
result achieve little more than the veneer of engagement on both fronts. We
recommend that (1) they are reconfigured to focus exclusively on security sector
reform, and change their names to Provincial Security /Stabilization teams in order to
clarify their role, and (2) they are given adequate resources to provide a solid platform
for security sector reform (DDR, police/ army training, patrolling, peace making and
peacekeeping) in the areas where they operate.

One wqy to raise the stakes . .. tie the upcoming elections to progress on security
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How can we have a serious discussion with policy makers about security and not simply talk to
ourselves? A mere eighteen months after the war, it is almost impossible to garner serious
policy making attention for Afghanistan. The media have moved on. Afghanistan is already
"the war before". American policy makers in particular are keen to declare victory in
Afghanistan. They need to demonstrate that regime change works.
Perhaps the only major Afghan event that will capture serious attention before the next
US presidential elections in November 2004, are the national elections to be held in
Afghanistan by June 2004. Peaceful democratic elections would be a huge dividend for
Afghanistan and a ringing endorsement of the international community's efforts here.
Yet, without genuine security, elections will be a farce. Local warlords will use them to
become stronger, not weaker. Drug lords will buy votes. Voices offering peaceful political
alternatives and raising hard questions will be stifled. People will vote, if they vote at all, out of
fear, not hope. And so Afghanistan will lose a huge opportunity to join the community of free
and fair democracies.
Precisely because free and fair elections are so important both to Afghans and the
international community, we urge that genuine security and the election process should be tied
together and one should not proceed without the other.

Closing thoughts

Bringing security to Afghanistan will require a serious rethink of domestic and international
strategies to date. While forward progress has been made on soft issues, there has been a
general unwillingness to face up to some of the more serious security threats: the local victors
in the war against the Taliban will not easily give up their hold on power; the drugs trade will
continue to enrich and entrench the more dangerous threats to regional security, the
international community is still refusing to put enough of its soldiers in harm's way. Of course
the price for taking up these challenges will be high. As was argued so often to justify the war
against the Taliban, the price of allowing Afghanistan to survive as a rogue state will almost
certainly be higher, both domestically and in the world at large.
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Eighteen months after the end of the Taliban, discussions on Afghan security risk
becoming stale. We hope this paper helps to provoke fresh discussion to support answers to a
very real problem.
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